Enhanced Water Circulation

Save energy and reduce chemicals and heating
costs for the life of the pool

Traditional residential swimming
pools circulate pool water via
just two returns located near the
surface of the pool.
Typically, only the top or upper
layer of the pool water receives
circulation – and that can lead to
inefficient chemical distribution
and warm heated water never
reaches the bottom.
And there are areas of the pool
that are simply beyond the reach
of conventional circulation
systems, such as steps, benches,
ladders and walls.

If a variable speed pump is installed,
it’s normally operated at its most energy
efficient setting. This significantly reduces
the pump’s water flow, which further
reduces the effectiveness of the pool’s
water circulation.
The E360 helps overcome these issues.

E360 facilitates the energy savings whilst enhancing
water circulation.
Q360 Turbine Valve
At the heart of the E360
system is the Q360 Turbine
Valve, an ultra-efficient valve
which alternates maximum
flow to each of the 3 nozzle
down jets. This ensures the
entire pool is well circulated.

3 Nozzle Down Jets
The E360 features three
nozzle down jets, which returns
the water flow. These jets are
strategically placed for optimal
circulation, and each one is designed to
maximise the effectiveness of the return
flow throughout the pool.

The heated and chemically treated water is evenly
distributed to the bottom of the pool, improving chemical
distribution and reduces chemical usage, not to mention
reducing the potential algae growth and enabling better
heat dissipation.

E360 saves energy and reduces chemical and heating
costs for the life of the pool
 Improve chemical distribution
and reduce chemical usage.
 Eliminate cold spots by
delivering warm water to the
bottom of the pool
 Helps keep steps, benches,
ladders and walls clean
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